FILANTROP INTERNATIONAL AWARD
On May the 23rd, 2018 the 10th Jubilee ceremony of the International Award “FILANTROP” for outstanding achievements of people with disabilities in the sphere of culture and art will take place in Moscow. The ceremony
will be held at the State Academic Bolshoi Theatre of Russia.
Twenty years ago, in 1996, at a forum of the Russian Junior Chamber, the
birth of the first in the history of the international award for people with disabilities was declared. A year later, “FILANTROP” regulations as the International Prize was registered in the Russian Authors’ Society, and two years
later, at the State Central Concert Hall “Russia” charity concert “Let it be
kindness” took place. On May 27th, 2000 in “Novaya Opera” theater the first
ceremony passed with great success.
The award is given to people with disabilities for a truly outstanding achievement in the field of culture and art. The competition is held once in two years.
Since 2000, the project attended over 9000 people with disabilities from 35
countries and all regions of the Russian Federation, 311 candidates have
been named the winners and received public recognition. Each of the contestants received the title of International Award “FILANTROP” Nominee and
a certificate - evidence of human victory over all physical and moral obstacles
on the path of life.
This scale charity project encourages all social forces to support people with
disabilities who  have a will and ability to live and work actively. The project is
a real union of creative intelligentsia, the most famous artists of the theater,
cinema, pop music, artists and writers, influential politicians, government
officials and businessmen.
Russian President Vladimir Putin said in his address: “Over the years, your
noble and humanly significant initiative have attracted widespread public
attention, brought together a large number of like-minded people - sincere,
caring, sensitive to the suffering of other people. And the most important this unique artistic project solves important social tasks, is aimed on effective
assistance to anyone who is seeking to overcome the circumstances of life,
strengthen the faith in their own strength, to find the joy of life and
companionship. “
The jury is headed by People’s Artist of the USSR, deputy of the State Duma
I.D.Kobzon. Applications are evaluated by a competent jury in three main
categories: performing arts, artistic and literary creation. The jury includes
such prominent figures of culture and art as I.S. Glazunov, I.M.Luchenok,
V.I.Pyavko, L.G.Ryumina, G.M.Apanaeva, L.A.Luzhina, Y.N. Chernov,
O.G.Mityaev, G.V.Gladkov, S.G.Belikov, A.S.Tsoy and others. Events, organized
in the frames of the Award, have the aim to draw public attention and to show
a high level of the winners.
By the resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation № 741 from
12.08.2005, the award “FILANTROP” was included in the list of international,
foreign and Russian awards for outstanding achievements in the field of science and technology, education, culture, literature and art. The money prizes
received by taxpayers, are not taxable. Prize fund of the “FILANTROP” Award  
is formed exclusively from donations.
Organizers of the project - a non-profit organization “FILANTROP” Fund and
All-Russian Society of Disabled People. Honorary Chairman of All-Russian
Society of Disabled People, the deputy of the State Duma A.V.LomakinRumyantsev, head of the Award committee. Chairman of the Board of Trustees is Sergey Katyrin, president of Chamber of Commerce of the Russian
Federation - General Partner Award. The project is supported by Moscow
Government. Among the partners: Russian Academy of Arts, World Trade
Center, Russian Youth Chamber, the newspaper “Russian Disabled” and
“Hope”.
All information is at - www.filantrop.ru
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the artwork “Balance”. Many of the authors have become the
first candidates for the Award.
1999 - July 2 at the State Central Concert Hall “Russia” charity
concert “Let it be kindness” and the presentation of the Award
“FILANTROP” took place. December 10 at the Sports Palace
“Luzhniki” under the motto “Together we can more!” the first
Gala Concert of the Award “FILANTROP” applicants took place.
The Jury was headed by People’s Artist of the USSR Yury Solomin, who later became the permanent chairman of the Board
of Trustees.

1996 - The forum of the Russian Junior Chamber was first announced the birth of the first in the history of the international
award for people with disabilities. Its appearance is predetermined by many years of experience gained by the initiator and
executive directorate - “FILANTROP” Fund - in the area of creative rehabilitation of people with disabilities.

2000 - May 27 in the theater “Novaya Opera” the first ceremony of “FILANTROP” Award and the presentation of the
CD “The Soul is a free bird Bird ”were held. The CD included
songs based on poems of disabled poets performed by famous

1997 - registered in the Russian Authors’ Society Regulations
of the International Award “FILANTROP” and all accompanying
legal documents.
1998 - published a first all-Russian publication - a collection of
poetry with disabilities “Soul is a free Bird” and a brochure of
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“Soul is a free bird” was organized for the support of the Award.
May 14, an official reception of the winners of the Award Chairman of the State Duma Gennady Seleznev. Artist’s exhibition
was opened in the Tretyakov Gallery. May 15 in the Beethoven
Hall of the Bolshoi Theater of Russia the second ceremony
“FILANTROP” Award was held. Uglich -Yaroslavl - Moscow from
16 to 21 May, a river cruise for the laureates at the ship “Alexey
Vatchenko” from Moscow was organized. In Yaroslavl an official reception of the Yaroslavl region governor A. Lisitsyn was
organized, after that followed gala concert at the State Drama
Theater by F. Volkov, planting the Alley of roses, an exhibition
and a charity concert for the support of the Award.

artists. From 16 to 30 May 2000 the Central House of Artists
hosted an exhibition of nominees. Later, the exposition was
exhibited in the State Duma.
2001 - Foreign presentation of the project took place at the
JCI activities in Canada, France and Finland. December 11 at
the club “Cinema” charity auction of works of disabled artists
was organized. Chairman of the Jury was Sergei Vladimirovich
Mikhalkov, Hero of Socialist Labour, Chairman of the Executive
Committee of the International Community of Writers’ Unions.
2002 - On January 29, the concert hall “Russia” charity concert

2003 - Award of the Materials were distributed during the Year
of Disabled rally “Boomerang” and during the travel of disabled
persons to France, Germany and Belgium. The project was presented at a meeting at the headquarters of the European Union
in Brussels with the head of the Department of Social Affairs,
and with representatives of the European Disability Forum.
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2004 - March 23 at the residence of the Head of Delegation of
the European Commission to Russia a charity auction in favor
of the applicants was organized. June 3 at the Russian Academy of Arts opened an exhibition of winners and nominees.
June 4, at the State Academic Maly Theatre of Russia took the
third ceremony of the International “FILANTROP” award. From 5
to 9 June, 2004 the trip of the winners of the Award and guests
to Switzerland took place followed by the presentation of the
project at the European United Nations Office in Geneva.
2005 - On March 31 at the residence of the Delegation of the

2006 - May 25 “FILANTROP” award was presented for the
fourth time. The celebration took place in the Gallery of Arts
Zurab Tsereteli, a gala concert was held in the Moscow theater
«Et cetera». In September, the award-winners were guests at
the Open Russian Film Forum “Amur Fall” in Blagoveshchensk
and gave concerts in Beijing.
2007 – The Jury was headed by People’s Artist of the USSR
Iosif Davidovich Kobzon. At the Film Forum “Amur Autumn”
laureate of the Award Oleg Akkuratov as a guest of honor was
performed together with the People’s Artist of the USSR Lyudmila Gurchenko.
2008 - The fifth, anniversary ceremony of the International
Award “FILANTROP” again took place in Zurab Tsereteli Art
Gallery on 24 May. By tradition, at the same day the exhibition
was held in the halls of Russian Academy of Arts. May 26 at
the State Academic Maly Theater a gala concert of the Award

European Commission was organized an exhibition-sale of
works of nominees. At May 15 laureates were at a meeting of
philanthropists and patrons “On the wings of love and kindness” in Christ the Savior Cathedral. Awards presentation had
become a landmark event at the International youth festival of
art and sport of Russia and Belarus disabled people “TEMP”,
held from 9 to 14 September in Minsk. The Russian Government has adopted the Resolution (№ 741 from 08.12.2005)
for the inclusion of the International “FILANTROP” award in the
list of international, foreign and Russian awards for outstanding
achievements in the field of science and technology, education,
culture, literature and art. Money amount of which, received by
taxpayers, are not taxable.
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their works in the exhibition halls of Russian Academy of Arts
and then a gala concert in the Maly Theatre on 24 May was
given. In November laureates’ works were presented at the
Moscow International Museum Forum “City where we live - the
path to social harmony.”
2011 - The Central House of Journalists. Award collection of
professional artists, job seekers was presented at a charity
exhibition and sale. Winners of the contest made a concert

“FILANTROP” laureates took place. Later laureates performed
at the festive events dedicated to the 20th anniversary of the
All-Russian Society of Disabled People.
2009 - The artwork winners and nominees participated in exhibitions at the Gostiny Dvor and “Manezh” Central Exhibition
Hall. There was a premiere of the documentary film “The Cure
for Life”, which told about the destiny of the Award applicants.
Mayor of Moscow Yuri Luzhkov presented the President of the
Foundation “FILANTROP” diploma for winning the competition
“City, accessible to all.”
2010 - Sixth International award “FILANTROP” award took
place on 22 May. 56 Laureates received their awards at a ceremony in “Apple” roomof Zurab Tsereteli. The artists presented

program and shared their experiences during the workshops
as part of the First International Specialized Exhibition “Integration. A life.Society” at Krasnaya Presnya. Members of the Jury
Award “FILANTROP” performed at the stage of the concert hall
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“Izmailovo”, together with the young
participants of the All-Russian Festival
of Children, “I am the Author” and held
master classes for them
2012 - Traditionally, the works of the
Award candidates were presented
in the art gallery in the frames of the
exhibition “Integration. A life.Society”.
Continuing the tradition of awarding the
International Award “FILANTROP” in the
Gallery of Arts of Zurab Tsereteli – the
seventh ceremony took place on 26
May. The same day in the halls of the
Russian Academy of Arts, an exhibition
and a concert were successfully held on
May 28 in Moscow theater «Et cetera».
The first literary and musical hall was
organized in the frames of the celebrations, it was held in the city center
“FILANTROP”. The Board of Trustees of
the International Award “FILANTROP”
was headed by the president of the
Chamber of Commerce of the Russian
Federation Sergey Katyrin.
2013 - In the “Expocentre” on Krasnaya
Presnya at the International Specialized
Exhibition “Integration. A life. Society”

new works of winners and nominees for the International
award “FILANTROP”were presented. Exhibitions were also held
in the State Darwin Museum, and in the prefecture of the Central Administrative District of Moscow. The list of nominees was
widened with the winners of the All-Russian festival of artistic
creativity “Together we can more!”, dedicated to the 25th anniversary of the All-Russian Society of Disabled People.

2014 - Among the honored bearers of the Olympic flag in the
closing ceremony of the XXII Olympic Winter Games in Sochi
was Elizaveta Radchenko, the future winner of the “Benefactor” Award 2014 in the special category “Rising Hopes”. Later,
at the closing ceremony of XI Winter Paralympic Games in So-
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Russian festival of youth creativity «I am the Author” conducted
by the All Russian Society of Disabled people, were nominated
to “FILANTROP” International Award.

chi there were the winners of the International Award “FILANTROP” in 2002 and 2006 Oleg Akkuratov and dance ensemble
in wheelchairs “Grotesque.”
The eighth award ceremony took place on May 14 at the Gallery of Arts of Zurab Tsereteli, in the halls of the Russian Academy of Arts was opened a traditional exhibition. Later it was
shown at the State Darwin Museum.
Literature and music festival was
hosted in the Garden by Bauman on
May 15. The next day a gala concert
of the laureates and a meeting of
“FILANTROP” friends took place at
the World Trade Center. Twice a year
the Russian Junior Chamber held
a charity auction for support of the
Award.
2015 - For the fifth time at the “Expocentre” on Krasnaya Presnya the
International Specialized Exhibition
“Integration. A life. Society” presents
works of winners and nominees of
“FILANTROP”. Among the works
exhibited there, there were the applicants of the humanitarian center
“Overcoming” in the State Darwin
Museum. The winners of the All-

2016 - Russian Junior Chamber held a charity auction for
support of the Award, the lots were provided by a member of
the Board of
Trustees, People’s Artist of the
USSR, the president of Russian
Academy of Arts
Zurab Tsereteli.
May 20, 2016
International
Award “FILANTROP” was organized for the ninth
time. We recall
that in 2016
we received applications from
689 candidates
from 64 regions
of the Russian
Federation and 7
countries.
The official
award ceremony
was held in the
hall of the “Apple” Zurab Tsereteli Art Gallery, which in the traditions of hospitality opened its doors to the laureates and guests
of the “FILANTROP” Award.
The second act of the solemn event was the opening of the
exhibition of winners “FILANTROP” Award 2016. There were
the works of 19 artists from 13 regions of the Russian Federation and Georgia Presented to the visitors of the exhibition. At
the end of the day there was a gala-concert of the winners of
the International Award “FILANTROP” 2016.

REGULATIONS ON
“FILANTROP” INTERNATIONAL AWARD
AIMS AND TARGETS OF THE AWARD
“Filantrop” International Award for outstanding achievements of disabled people
in the sphere of culture and art” shall be awarded to the disabled people who are
actively involved into artistic creation and showed the high artistic level and will in
achievement of the set goal.
THE MAIN AIM of “Filantrop” International Award (hereinafter referred to as the “Award”) shall be considered to be assistance to development of the process of rehabilitation and social adaptation of disabled
people by means of art and also realization of the rules of provision of equal possibilities for disabled people.
(Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities adopted by resolution 61/106 by the General Assembly of the UNO dated December 12, 2006 ).

TARGETS OF THE AWARD:
- involvement of disabled people into doing different types of art for the purposes of social adaptation
and integration of disabled people into the society;
- discovery of new talents, improvement of professional skills of disabled people in different types of art,
appraisal of the talent, will and diligence;
- all-round studying of problems of development of creativity work of disabled people;
- expansion of contacts of disabled people from different countries, their mutual creative enrichment
and exchange of experience on rehabilitation and social adaptation in the society;
- involvement of leading figures of culture and art, teachers, psychologists and other specialists to provide artistic and methodological assistance to formation of technical and other devices for disabled people to be involved into artistic creation;
- involvement of state, public organizations and commercial structures of different countries to more
complete solution of problems of disabled people, their financial and spiritual support.

AWARD NOMINATIONS AND SUBNOMINATIONS
1. PERFORMING ART
2. FINE ART
A. SINGING
- academic
- folk
- variety
- children
B. CHOREOGRAPHY
(folk dance, ballroom dance, variety
dance)
C. THEATRE ART
D. INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
E. COMPOSERS
F. AUTHOR SONG

A. PAINTING
B. GRAPHIC ARTS
C. DECORATIVE AND APPLIED ARTS
D. SCULPTURE

3. LITERARY CREATION
A. SHORT PROSE
(short story, novel, sketch, essay)
B. POETRY

-Due to the jury’s decision the following special awards can be additionally granted to competitors out of the sent applications in the above mentioned nominations:
“FOR CONSERVATION OF TRADITIONS OF FOLK ART”
“FOR NOVELTY AND ORIGINALITY IN CREATIVE WORK”
“OVERCOMING. OVER THE BORDER OF POSSIBILITY”
“TO GROWING PROMISING GENERATIONS” (children premium for candidates at the age till 16)
The applications only to special awards are not accepted!
Due to provision of all-Russian or national public organizations of disabled people a special
award is granted to a state or public figure “FOR EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE TO DISABLED PEOPLE AND THEIR PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS” not being monetary value.

FOUNDERS, COORDINATING AND
EXECUTIVE AWARD BODIES
THE FOUNDERS OF THE AWARD are considered to be the All-Russian Association of Disabled People
and Non-profit Organization “Filantrop” Fund.

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE AWARD is formed out of famous public and state figures; figures
of culture, art, religion, business, actively participating in solution of problems of disabled people and also
representatives of international organizations and funds.

To coordinate the activity on realization of the project the ORGANIZING COMMITTEE is formed, its composition includes the representatives of Founders, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees and the representative of the Award Jury.
The Organizing Committee shall have the right to make amendments and supplements in the Regulations on
Award, approve Award amounts and also the Award granting procedure.
For the same purpose the Organizing Committees may be formed on places in the regions of the Russian
Federation and the countries of the near and far abroad.
The preparation and holding of the events of the Award is carried out by the EXECUTIVE DIRECTORATE –
Non-profit Organization “Filantrop” Fund.

THE JURY ON NOMINATIUONS is appointed by the Organizing Committee out of famous figures of culture and art.

AWARD GRANTING PROCEDURE
The official languages of the Award shall be considered to be Russian and English.
Nominations of works for the Award are carried out by the state and public organizations connected with art
and rehabilitation of disabled people, international, national, local associations of disabled people, organizing committees of national and international contests and festivals on disabled people’s creative work.
During the competitive selection the jury shall take into consideration professional skill, artistic level of the
work and overcoming degree by the disabled person of his or her ailment by means of doing art.
The competitive selection is carried out on the basis of the applications sent to the Organizing Committee.
The procedure and scope of provided materials is determined by the Organizing Committee.

All documents sent to the contest are not given back.
The Award granting shall be carried out due to the offer of the Award Jury and approved during the joint meeting of the Board of Trustees, Organizing Committee and Award Jury. This decision is considered to be exclusive and not liable for reconsideration and reviewing.
The prize-winners of the special “Growing Promising Generations” Award can participate for the second time
in any nomination of the contest upon attaining majority, but not earlier than in 5 years after the special
award granting.

ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE PARTICIPANTS OF THE AWARD
The amounts of the Award shall be determined the day before the Granting Ceremony by the decision of the
Organizing Committee of the Award.
A title “PRIZE-WINNER OF “FILANTROP” AWARD”, a diploma, a badge of honor and monetary part of the
Award are given to the persons conferred to the Award.
Each participant sent the application to the contest drawn up in accordance with the List of necessary documents, but not becoming a prize-winner, shall receive a Nominee Certificate certifying participation in the
Award.

AWARD FINANCING
The Award financing shall be carried out due to budgetary and non-budgetary funds of state, public, commercial and other organizations, private contributions, sponsor funds, grants and etc.
THE OFFICIAL SPONSORS of the “Filantrop” International Award are considered to be legal persons and
individuals contributing greatly in its organization and holding, whose status is approved by the Organizing
Committee of the Award.

LIST OF DOCUMENTS NECESSARY TO
BE PROVIDED FOR NOMINATION FOR
“FILANTROP” AWARD and comments to it
1. APPLICATION
2. QUESTIONNAIRE (with a personal signature)
3. PHOTO (as possible):
- of a nominee (portrait, colour, size: 10x15 cm);
- of a band/group (size: 10x15 cm).

4. AUTOBIOGRAPHY
a story about yourself, your creative work and the role the creative work plays in disability overcoming.
If it is a band/group – a story about creative work of the band/group.

5. REFERENCES
of one of the state or public organizations connected with art and rehabilitation of disabled people;
international , national, local associations of disabled people. The reference is written in a free
form on the form of the organization, signed by the head and sealed legibly.

6. MATERIALS OF AUTHORS TO THE CONTEST ON NOMINATIONS:
- PERFORMING ART:
a) DVD or CD with demonstration of the performance (not less than 5 shows). A nominee is to represent himself, a show name, a show producer;
b) application letter (at will) to the performance on a disk specifying a work name, an author of lyrics
and music, a show producer, a choreographer (in printed form).
Comments:
Due to the fact that the applications in each subnomination are appraised according to the art types
it is necessary to provide separate video recordings for each subnomination. To file applications
on a subnomination “composers” it is necessary to provide music notes of compositions and their
recording on a disk.
- FINE ART (ONLY INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS):
a) photos of works, colour and clear (size: 10x15 cm) specifying an author’s surname, name and patronymic, a work name, dimensions, technique, material and date of creation, not less than 5 works
OR
b) DVD or CD with a nominee’s work where a work name, dimensions, technique, material and date
of creation are specified, we shall also request to send (as possible) a short recording of the creative
process or describe the way of works creation if it is different from the traditional one;
c) a catalogue of the nominee’s works or a booklet (at will).
Comments: Attention, please!
The Expert Boards deal only with photos of creative works in the nomination “Fine Art”.
We shall request you not to send originals to the contest – they will be not taken into consideration
and returned.
- LITERARY CREATION (ONLY INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS):
A. SHORT PROSE
- not more than 40,000 typographical units including spaces and punctuation marks
(24 pages of A4 format, fourteen-point type);
- only printed materials are accepted;
B. POETRY
- a printed variant of works in Russian or English
(from 10 to 30 works or 1 poetry author book if it’s available).

GENERAL COMMENTS TO THE REGULATIONS ON THE AWARD:
- the monetary part of the Award is not liable for taxation in accordance with Regulation
No.741 dated 8.12.05 of the Government of the Russian Federation;
- the applications are registered in case of existence of the complete set of documents.
The materials are transferred to the Expert Boards strictly in accordance with the List of documents
and due to the above mentioned scope, that’s why we shall ask not to send additional documents
(copies of diplomas of other contests, festivals and etc.);
- author materials sent to the contest (including DVD or CD) are to be signed obligatorily.

All documents sent to the contest are not given back.
APPLICATIONS WITH THE SET OF DOCUMENTS ARE TO BE SENT AT THE ADDRESS:
Pleteshkovsky per., house 5/3. bld. 4, “Filantrop” Fund, Moscow, 105005
Tel./fax: +7(499)261-14-41, 261-15-97, 265-19-40
WWW.FILANTROP.RU E-MAIL: info@filantrop.ru

To the Organizing Committee
of “Filantrop” International Award

INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION
I, __________________________________________________________________________
surname, name, patronymic
shall request to consider my candidate for nomination
for “Filantrop” International Award
for outstanding achievements of disabled people in the sphere of culture and art”
in nomination/subnomination (to tick necessary items):

1. PERFORMING ART
SINGING
academic
folk
variety
CHOREOGRAPHY
(folk dance, ballroom dance, variety
dance)
THEATRE ART

2. FINE ART
PAINTING
GRAPHIC ARTS
DECORATIVE AND APPLIED ARTS
SCULPTURE

3. LITERARY CREATION

INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
COMPOSERS
AUTHOR SONG
Date__________________________________

SHORT PROSE
(short story, novel, sketch, essay)
POETRY
Applicant’s signature_____________________

To the Organizing Committee
of “Filantrop” International Award

BAND/GROUP APPLICATION
__________________________________________________________________________
full name of the band/group
We shall request to consider the candidate of our creative band/group for nomination
for “Filantrop” International Award
for outstanding achievements of disabled people in the sphere of culture and art”
in nomination PERFORMING ART
in subnomination (to tick necessary items):

SINGING
academic
folk
variety

CHOREOGRAPHY
(folk dance, ballroom dance, variety
dance)
THEATRE ART
INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE

Date__________________________________ Applicant’s signature_____________________

ATTENTION:
To fill in only one application form – individual or band/group.
The application is filled in on the name of a band/group director in a band/group application.
The application period is till November 01, 2017.
All documents are completed in Russian or English.
The applications are considered only in case of provision of the complete set of documents.
Copy of the application form and questionnaire is allowed.

PERSONAL DETAILS:
(legibly, in block letters)
1. SURNAME
2. NAME
3. PATRONYMIC
4. DATE OF BIRTH
5. PLACE OF BIRTH
7. EDUCATION
8. PLACE OF WORK, POSITION, TELEPHONE
9. REPUBLIC, KRAI, REGION
10. HOME ADDRESS WITH A POSTAL CODE
11. HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER (WITH A CODE), MOBILE PHONE NUMBER
12. E-MAIL
13. DISABILITY GROUP
14. ILLNESSES
15. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ALL-RUSSIAN ASSOCIATION OF THE DISABLED, ALL-RUSSIAN ASSOCIATION OF THE BLIND, ALL-RUSSIAN ASSOCIATION OF THE DEAF OR ANOTHER ORGANIZATION (TO SPECIFY)

16. DID YOU PARTICIPATE IN PREVIOUS CONTESTS (IF YES, PLEASE,
SPECIFY THE YEAR)
17. NECESSITY OF USE OF A WHEELCHAIR OR CRUTCHES BY YOU WHILE
MOVING

I agree to processing of my personal data
Signature _________________
The questionnaire without a signature is not accepted.

PARTNERS :

INFORMATION PARTNERS AWARD:

“FILANTROP” FUND
ADDRESS:
Pleteshkovsky per., house 5/3. bld. 4, “Filantrop” Fund, Moscow, 105005
Tel./fax: +7(499)261-14-41, 261-15-97, 265-19-40

E-MAIL: info@filantrop.ru
WWW.FILANTROP.RU

